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September 11, 1995 

 

 

To:  Jeremy Gunn 

Anne Buttimer 

 

From:  Joe Freeman 

 

Subjects: Garrison Boxes III 

 

 

• “Ferrie in Canada” item in 9/8/95 memo, update/correction - the informant 

who allegedly overheard Ferrie talking about the assassination in Feb. of ‘64 

has been publicly identified as Richard Giesbrecht (1967 magazine article  

attached -- found in Garrison papers; also referenced in Benson’s Who’s Who..., 
p. 152, and in The Kennedy Conspiracy).  Sorry to mislead you. 

 

• Address for Mae Brussells’, re: research on Russian community in Dallas (see 

my 8/22/95 memo, “Tom Bethell Diary” entry, item 2) -- see attached letter 

from Brussells to Garrison with her address: Route 2, Box 3050, Carmel CA 

93921. 

 

• Kimbrough address (see previous memo of 9/8, item 1) -- I’ve come across a 

2/20/67 letter from a Mr. A.P. Kimbrough (4008 Shannon Lane, Dallas TX)  which is 

probably the same Kimbrough referred to in the previous memo. 

 

• Raymond “Pete” Acker and Ruby/Oswald telephone records - see attached 

9/18/67 Matt Herron memo to Garrison, re: possible proof of phone calls 

between Ruby and Oswald.  Story goes that Ruby would call Oswald at 

his rooming house and, when somebody else was on the phone, tell the 

operator his call was an emergency and get the operator to break in on  

whoever was on the phone so he could talk to Oswald.  When an operator 

does this, supposedly, he/she is required to make a record of it.  The memo 

lists a 1967 address and phone number for Acker. 

 

• Valentine Ashworth and Oswald/Shaw allegation -- see attached memo con- 

cerning and letter from Valentine Ashworth, who claims to have known Oswald 



both before and after his Russian period, and who links Oswald with Shaw and 

an assassination plot.  This is not a lead I’m familiar with, so I thought I’d pass it 

along.  The memo and letter also include the name and phone number of  

Ashworth’s lawyer.  It should be noted that Ashworth was incarcerated at the 

 

time and wanted Garrison’s help in getting released and deported. 

 

• FYI only, attached JFK postscript with Garrison annotations -- this appears to be a copy of 

the final page of the script for the movie, with two notes from  

Garrison to Oliver Stone: 1) “Oliver: 12/12/90 As I’ve indicated to you before, 

the Mob speculation and other fantasies in your screenplay never happened in 

any way.  However, let’s have it your way.  Let’s get started on the movie.  When 

does the filming begin?  JG”, and 2) referencing the item concerning Garrison’s 
wife Elizabeth leaving him in 1978, “Very heavy fiction here.  Who laid this one 

on you?  No matter. Okay with me!  JG 12/12/90 When do we start filming?” 
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